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Company
RECKLI stands for freedom of design in shaping concrete. Architectural concrete with the highest standards for design and individuality - for 50 years.
>Overview


	Overview

	Profile
Custom façade design with concrete. High-quality chemical products for various applications.

	Sustainability
How we manage to take responsibility: ecologically, socially and economically.

	History
Five decades of dedication. For custom architectural concrete.

	Jobs & Careers
Working on a level playing field. Get to know our staff or become part of our team.

	The RECKLI Formula
Our identity. The guidelines and orientation for our work.

	Awards
Exceptional quality and design. Innovative. Recognition for our products.

	Partnerships & cooperations
Understanding the market and stimulating momentum. Our partners in networks and industry organizations.



	


	Products	[image: ]
[image: ]Concrete Formliners
Custom façade design with architectural concrete.
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	Overview

	[image: SELECT]Over 250 textures in six categories. Variable and aesthetic concrete structures for extraordinary facades.

	[image: VISUALS]Photos and graphics in concrete. Innovative technologies, realistic results.

	[image: UNIQUE]Custom ideas for challenging façade designs. Perfectly realized.

	

	Surface Retarder
Non-slip surfaces, special look. Deactivating and acid-washing products for concrete.

	Artificial Stone
Textures, characters, photos. Wetcast systems and stoneliners design concrete panels.

	Surface Protection
Colorless and effect treatments. Protect concrete surfaces from water, dirt and graffiti.

	Manufacturing Process
From sketch to product. Production and use of RECKLI formliners.

	Applications
Versatile application and unique design. Real-life examples.

	Calculation
Price examples for the use of textured formliners. No-obligation price request.

	Supplementary Products
Supplementary products for optimal results when using elastic textured formliners.

	Product Index
Products for the use of structured formliners.
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[image: ]Precision Chemicals
High-quality chemical products for various applications.
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	Overview

	Shaping & Moulding
Liquid plastics and plastic resins for robust reproductions and detailed casting.

	Separating & Demoulding
Cleanly remove forms from concrete or models. Protect originals from discoloration.

	Washing & Acidifying
Deactivators and acid-washing products for washed concrete and non-slip surfaces.

	Filling & Thickening
Conserve materials for casting and reproduction. Thicken casting pastes.

	Protecting
Treatments for exposed concrete. Protection against water, dirt, graffiti.

	Cleaning
Clean concrete surfaces, work surfaces and tools.

	Complementary Products
Solutions for applications in the construction industry, form and model construction, art.

	Tools
The right tools for use with RECKLI products.

	Product Index
All products at a glance. Sorted by chemical composition.
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Service
From project planning to implementation, RECKLI will stand at your side as your partner. We have experts worldwide, provide application advice and product catalogues, and are always present at trade fairs for you.
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	Overview

	Concrete facts
Facts about concrete - its characteristics and special features.

	FAQ
Answers to frequently asked questions. Comprehensible and to the point.

	Downloads
Download technical factsheets, product brochures and our pattern book free of charge.

	Order information material
Order product brochures, our pattern book or our FORMLINER magazine free of charge.

	BIM
Information and downloads on building information modelling complied for you.

	Tenders
Advice and links for tenders with textured formliners.

	Portals & Media
Links to our online register for prefab concrete elements, architecture blog, social media channels and industry portals.

	Branches Worldwide
Personal contact with our globally active experts.

	Trade Fair Dates
The most important dates and industry events where RECKLI will be represented.

	Contact
Submit your individual request. We’ll help you and answer your questions.

	News & Press
Trade fairs, awards, new products: find out more about current developments at RECKLI here.
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Three series for freedom of design in shaping concrete: 'SELECT' is a collection of versatile concrete textures with more than 250 designs. 'VISUALS' transfers photos and graphics onto concrete. 'UNIQUE' realizes custom wishes for sophisticated façade designs. RECKLI offers surface retarder for washing the concrete surface, forms for the production of artificial stone and surface protection for the impregnation of concrete.




 SELECT 

[image: ]Freedom to design your façade thanks to more than 200 designs: stone and rock textures, masonry, wood, plaster, Oriental, fantasy and non-slip textures, corrugated and wave profiles as well as fractured effects.
>Read more

 UNIQUE 

[image: ]The perfect, economical solution for custom façade design or restorations.  RECKLI’s model building workshop will create your custom formliner for discerning architectural concrete projects.
>Read more

 VISUALS 

[image: ]Two technologies, two effects: RECKLI artico® neo exposes the concrete’s grain at certain points, ensuring a haptic and visual change to the surface finish based on the principle of washed concrete. Photo engraving formliners transfer photos to the façade using a relief-like texture on the surface of the concrete. The interplay of light and shadow creates a photo-realistic representation of graphics and images in concrete.
>Read more

 Surface retarder 

[image: ]Washed concrete surfaces combine a unique look and feel. When used on floors, they also ensure a non-slip finish. Deactivating and acidifying products used in the positive or negative process ensure the façade makes a statement (also in combination with textured formliners). They combine look and feel on the concrete surface.
>Read more

 Artificial Stone 

[image: ]RECKLI offers forms for the design and production of concrete building blocks. Alongside the usual texturing of exposed concrete panels, the wet-cast system lets a design include text, pictograms or photos. The stoneliner presses textures into the concrete like a stamp, and the finished piece can be removed immediately.
>Read more



Surface protection



 Colorless impregnations 

[image: ]RECKLI OS-D, OS-HO and OS-Premium are suited for the UV-resistant impregnation of fresh concrete. They chemically bind with the top layer, without changing the pattern or coloring.
>Read more

 Effect-Impregnations 

[image: ]RECKLI OS-Intensive and OS-W impregnate processed and absorbent surfaces. Their UV-resistant film has a matt and velvety shine, which intensifies the coloring of the concrete surface.
>Read more

 Graffix 

[image: ]Graffix prevents a permeation of color into the concrete surface and guarantees permanent graffiti protection. The Graffix Cleaner washes graffiti off, without attacking the impregnation.
>Read more
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 Applications 
Floral patterns, bamboo effects, text, screenshots from a film: RECKLI textured formliners bring any idea you can think of, to your façade. Our application reports shed light on the varied design opportunities using practical examples, as well as highlighting cost efficiency.
>Read more

 Manufacturing process 
Producing RECKLI textured formliners follows a simple principle: in the beginning, there is inspiration. Design freedom knows no bounds, from shaping an existing surface or creating a custom design. From a simple hand-drawn sketch to an existing CAD file, from the shape of the mudflats to a texture designed on a computer, we’ll gladly make any design a reality.
>Read more

 Calculation 
Formliners guarantee excellent results and economical application. An overview of the factors that impact prices and example calculations.
>Read more
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Privacy settings
In order to use this form, you have to adjust your privacy settings. Select the following services to proceed.


For further information about the required services or to withdraw your consent consult our privacy policy page.
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